Quantum dots (QD) system has been of considerable interest to their potential applications on optoelectronic devices, such as QD lasers, 1 photodetectors, 2 solar cells, 3 and highdensity charge storage devices, 4 due to their rich lowdimensional physics properties, such as a coexistence of the extended and localized electronic state. The extended electronic state can be developed in the high-density ordered QD system when the distance between dots is comparable to the electron de Broglic wavelength. 5 The nc-Si:H thin film grown on the lattice-matched crystalline silicon (c-Si) substrate under optimized growth conditions has been found to be such a kind of high-density ordered QD system, i.e., the nc-Si:H thin film is composed by high-density of Si grains (10 nm or less in size) separated by the extremely narrow hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) boundaries (a few atomic layers), where the high electron mobility $10 3 cm 2 /Vs (Ref. 6 ) and high photocurrent 7 had been clearly demonstrated at room temperature because of the miniband transport through the extended electronic state. Meanwhile, the high density QD system of the nc-Si:H thin film also exhibits miniband destruction phenomena, i.e., reentrant localization characterized by a mobility gap with a decrease of temperature, as predicted in theory by Fertig and Das Sarma. 8 In this paper, we studied the electronic states by the temperature-dependent photocurrent response of the nc-Si:H/ c-Si heterostructure. The photocurrent of the studied nc-Si:H/ c-Si heterostructure exhibited two obvious different temperature dependencies for different photon energy ranges. For the low photon energy (ranging from 1.05 to 1.15 eV), the photocurrent shows the exponential temperature dependency because of the thermal-assisted transport. For the high photon energy (above 1.2 eV), the photocurrent intensity shows a direct transition and an abnormal increase with the temperature decreasing, which is quite different from the thermalassisted photocurrent response in the low-density quantum dots system of InAs/GaAs 9-11 or a-Si:H thin film. 12 The photo carriers excited to the extended state through the direct transition may be expected to help to improve the photon detection sensitivity for the photo detector device by the nc-Si:H thin film, especially at low temperature. The nc-Si:H thin film/c-Si heterostructure sample was prepared in a radio frequency (13.56 MHz and power 60 W) capacitive coupled plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition system from silane (SiH 4 ) and hydrogen (H 2 ) at the temperature of 250 C and chamber pressure of 1.0 Torr. The percentage content of silane (SiH 4 /SiH 4 þ H 2 ) was about 1.0%. The nc-Si:H thin film sample with thickness of $3.5 lm was doped with phosphine (PH 3 /SiH 4 ) of $1.0% on the weak p-type c-Si substrate. The structure of the nc-Si:H thin film had been characterized by the x-ray diffraction and Raman scattering measurements, as reported in our previous published papers. 6 The photocurrent measurements were carried out on a Nicolet Nexus 870 Fourier transforms infrared spectrometer calibrated by a DTGS TEC detector and the excitation source of a Quartz-halogen lamp (2000-25 000 cm
À1
). In the photocurrent measurement, the studied p-n junction sample was performed under the light illumination projected on the ncSi:H thin film side and indium was employed for the contact material on both sides of the studied nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) heterostructure diode sample, where the bias voltage on the studied sample was controlled by a computer-controlled Keithley 2400 sourcemeter. In addition, the temperaturedependent photocurrent spectra were measured by placing the studied sample in an Oxford optical cryostat, and the temperature range was set from 300 to 15 K. with the temperature decreasing from 300 to 50 K in (a) and from 50 to 15 K in (b). At room temperature of 300 K, the studied nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) heterostructure sample shows a typical photocurrent response of starting from the photon energy of 1.05 eV and achieving to the maximum amplitude around the photon energy 1.2-1.3 eV, which indicates that the band gap energy of the nc-Si:H thin film is very close to that of c-Si. 13 Because the photocurrent is mainly contributed by the photo carriers generated in the nc-Si:H thin film, as demonstrated by its photocurrent temperature dependency different from that of c-Si.
With the temperature decreasing from 300 to 50 K, two different photocurrent temperature dependencies are clearly observed in the weak and strong absorption regions. In the weak absorption region with the photon energy below 1.15 eV, the photocurrent amplitude decreases with temperature. While in the strong absorption region with the photon energy above 1.2 eV, the photocurrent amplitude shows an abnormal increase with the temperature decreasing. For temperatures below 50 K, the photocurrent becomes nearly temperature independent as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Except the temperature dependency, the photon energy dependency in the photocurrent of the studied nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) heterostructure is also found to be different from that of the c-Si material, as further discussed below. Figure 2 presents the photocurrent spectrum with the photon energy ranging from 1.03 to 1.30 eV for a series of temperatures T ¼ 300, 200, 100, and 50 K, which demonstrates an obvious two-component nature phenomena in the photocurrent spectrum. Usually because of the phononassisted absorption through the indirect transition of the c-Si material, the photocurrent contributed from the electronic state near the band edge follows the classical power functions of the photon energy:
with the power number x ¼ 2 (x ¼ 1/2 indicates the direct transition process in the system).
14 At room temperature of 300 K, the initial photocurrent starts from the photon energy of $1.041 eV in the studied sample, as marked by the first threshold in Fig In the weak absorption region (with the photon energy below 1.15 eV), the power-law dependency of the photocurrent versus photon energy gradually becomes to be an exponential relationship with the temperature decreasing from 300 to 50 K, as shown by the arrow in Figure 2 . With the temperature decreasing, the relationship of the photocurrent versus photon energy varying from the power-law function to the exponential function indicates a barrier with an energy height of $135 6 15 meV, i.e., photon energy distance from the first to the second threshold in Fig. 2 . It is the barrier that results into the observation of thermal activated photocurrent, as further discussed below.
The steady-state photocurrent signal amplitude depends on the competition result between the recombination time (s rec ) and escape time (s esc ), as described by the coupled-rate equation model 9, 10 
where g is the carrier photo generation rate. The escape time can be given by 1=s esc ¼ 1=s tun þ 1=s th , where s tun and s th are the tunneling and thermionic emission lifetimes, respectively. At low temperature, the photocurrent contributed 121107 (2013) from the thermionic emission is frozen in the weak absorption region, and the photocurrent mainly dominated by the tunneling through the triangular barrier, which is a temperature independent process. With temperature increasing, the photocurrent exponentially increases due to the contribution from thermionic activation, which is much higher than that from tunneling process. Therefore, the major temperature dependence in 1=s esc is governed by 1=s th / exp½ÀE r =k B T, where E r is the thermal activation energy. In the weak absorption region, the photocurrent amplitude is mainly dominated by the escape time due to relatively low photo excited carriers density, where the recombination process can be ignored. The experimental photoluminescence signal due to the recombination process was indeed ignorable in the weak absorption region (with photon energy below 1.15 eV) in the nc-Si:H thin film, as reported in Ref. 15 . Therefore, the temperature-dependent photocurrent in the weak absorption can be simplified as a pure thermal activated behavior
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here A is temperature independent constant. With the photon energy increasing, the photocurrent amplitude increases quickly due to the absorption and photo excited carrier density increasing, where the recombination process becomes a more and more important factor. The experimental photoluminescence from the recombination process had been observed to start with a photon energy of 1.2 eV and achieve to its maximum around $1.8 eV, 15 where the direct transition has also been demonstrated by the power number x ¼ 0.5 in the second threshold photocurrent. Moreover, the recombination time is dependent on the escape time in the strong absorption region, because the lower possibility of recombination will be in the photo carriers with the higher transport mobility. In the strong absorption region, the photo carriers are excited in the extended states with energy above the barrier, where the photo carriers' escape is mainly dominated by the photon scattering with 1=s esc / T À3=2 . So with consideration of simple phonon scattering s rec / 1=s esc / T À3=2 , we can simplify the above Eq. (2) as below
where B is the temperature independent constant. It should be noted that the above simplification is good enough approximation under low recombination rate situation. Figure 3 presents the photocurrent amplitude versus temperature for a serial of photon energies of 1.10, 1.11, 1.12, 1.13, and 1.30 eV by the different shapes of the scatters. The photocurrent at both the weak absorption (at the photon energies of 1.10, 1.11, 1.12, and 1.13 eV) and the strong absorption (at the photon energy of 1.30 eV) are fitted well by the above Eqs. (3) and (4), as revealed by the good agreements between the open scatters and dashed/dotted lines in Fig. 3 . For the photocurrent in the weak absorption region, the fitting results of thermal activation energies are 32.4, 27.6, 23.3, 19.6 meV, respectively, for the photon energies of 1.10, 1.11, 1.12, and 1.13 eV, which are also plotted by the open squared scatters in Fig. 2 . The obtained thermal activation energy is found to be in a linear relationship to the excited photon energy. By extrapolating this linear relation to the zero thermal activation energy, the corresponding transition energy is found to be 1.176 eV, which is very close to the photon energy of the second threshold. This observation indicates that the dominant photo carriers escape process is thermally assisted tunneling from the nc-Si:H thin film to the c-Si substrate for the photocurrent with photon energy between the first and second threshold. The obtained barrier energy height is around $135 6 15 meV from the thermal activated photocurrent in the nc-Si:H/c-Si heterostructure. Similar thermal activated photocurrent caused by the interfacial barrier is also observed in the InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots system. 9 In the strong absorption region, the photo carriers can be excited into the high energy state over the nc-Si:H/c-Si interfacial barrier of $135 6 15 meV in height, where the photocurrent amplitude shows an abnormal increase with temperature decreasing. This temperature dependency indicates that the photocurrent is dominated by the phonon scattering in the extended state transport, completely opposite to the above thermal activated photocurrent in the weak absorption region. The photocurrent amplitude in the strong absorption region is much higher than that in the weak absorption region due to the direct transition process and high transport mobility in the extended state. Moreover, the electron mobility increases with temperature decreasing due to the reduction of phonon scattering, so as to an abnormal increasing photocurrent at low temperatures, as demonstrated by the diamond scatters in Fig. 3 .
It should be noted that the barrier height of $135 6 15 meV observed on the photocurrent is caused by the formation of band discontinuity at the nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) interface, 13 rather than the barrier among the nc-Si grains in the nc-Si:H thin film. The energy height of barrier among the nc-Si gains in the nc-Si:H thin film is only 6.7 meV, estimated from the cross-over temperature in the temperaturedependent Hall mobility, as shown by the solid square (3) and (4), respectively. Solid curve is the calculated electron mobility. scatters in Fig. 3 , where the solid line is calculated results by the unified mobility model. The temperature-dependent electron mobility shows both the localized state transport l $ exp(À6.7 meV/k B T) cm 2 /Vs for temperature below 70 K and the extended state transport l $ 1/T cm 2 /Vs for temperature above 70 K. The detailed Hall mobility measurement on the studied nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) heterostructure can be found in our previous published papers. 6 Combining the temperature-dependent electronic transport results of the thermal carriers in the Hall experiment and the photo excited carriers in the photocurrent experiment, we can concluded that both the extended and localized electronic states coexisted in the nc-Si:H thin film grown on c-Si substrate. There is an barrier energy height of 6.7 meV at the bottom of the energy band of the extended state caused by the extremely narrow a-Si:H boundaries among the nanosize crystal Si gains. This nc-Si grains boundary barrier results in the cross-over from the extended state transport to the localized state transport for temperature below 70 K, as shown by the solid line fitted results in Fig. 3 . There is another energy barrier height of $135 6 15 meV at the nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) heterostructure interface, which results in the thermal activated behavior in the photocurrent of the weak absorption region, as shown by the dotted lines fitted results in Fig. 3 .
In the strong absorption region, the photo carriers are excited into the extended electronic state above the interfacial barrier in the studied nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) heterostructure, so as to the photocurrent abnormally increasing with the temperature decreasing, as shown by the dashed line fitted results in Fig. 3 . This photocurrent temperature dependency in the studied nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) heterostructure is quietly opposite to that in both low-density crystalline grains material of a-Si:H thin film and the ideal crystalline Si material. In the low-density crystalline grains material of a-Si:H thin film or InGaAs/GaAs, the thermally assisted-hopping transport results in the thermal activated photocurrent. [9] [10] [11] [12] While the photocurrent also decreases with temperature in the c-Si material due to the phonon-assisted absorption through the indirect transition process. 14 Nc-Si:H thin film is a good way to have both advantages of the extended electronic state and the direct transition, which results in further enhancement on the low temperature photocurrent. This could be used to further improve the photo detector sensitivity by the nc-Si:H thin film device at low temperature.
Both the localized and extended electronic states are coexisted in the nc-Si:H thin film, and their transition is easy to happen with the change of temperature or light illumination due to its very small barrier energy. The cross-over from extended state transport to localized state transport is observed in both the dark Hall mobility, and the photocurrent within weak absorption region with temperature decreasing. At low temperature, the high photocurrent observed in the nc-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) heterostructure further clearly demonstrated a light-induced transition from the localized state transport in dark to the extended state transport in photocurrent, similar to the observation of light-induced miniband transport in the high density quantum dots system of InGaAs/GaAs.
